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Abstract— Pedestrians need to ensure their safety as they 

interact with others within a transportation system. There 
exists a need to gain better understanding of pedestrian 

behaviours in between transport terminals. When different 

transportation terminals come closer, there will be an 

increased pedestrian flow caused due to change in modes 

used. In this project, pedestrian flow between transport 

terminals i.e., on a midblock between Thrissur KSRTC bus 

stand and railway station is captured by video graphic 

survey. The main aim was to analyse the general pedestrian 

behaviour while crossing a road and to find out different 

human factors which affect this behaviour. The crossing 

patterns were observed and also the chances of conflict with 

vehicles. The project brought out the fact that the 
pedestrians always preferred different types of crossings. 

These varied with the gender and age of the pedestrians and 

also with luggage carrying or not. There seemed to be a 

greater flow of pedestrians during the peak hours and then 

they faced difficulty in crossing due to heavy traffic. 

Crosswalks are sites where pedestrians face lower levels of 

road safety, because they have to cross the street and must 

be aware of incoming traffic. Pedestrian illegal crossing 

behaviour is a major fact in road safety issue. Thus, there is 

a requirement to take more steps towards bringing safety. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. General 

In most of the developing countries like India, traffic 

accidents including pedestrians is becoming a major safety 

problem due to urbanization, increasing vehicular growth 
and traffic regulations adherence lacking by both drivers and 

pedestrians. The understanding of pedestrian behaviour in 

urban areas can assist in the improved design and planning 

of the road and traffic environment, and consequently 

improve pedestrian comfort and safety. The objective of this 

research is to explore the human factors of pedestrian. 

Pedestrians are mainly exposed to risk when crossing a road 

in urban areas as non-crossing accidents generally represent 

a small proportion of pedestrian accidents. Pedestrian 

sometime has the option of crossing the road using the 

subway/ foot over bridge but most often they do not use it. 
They prefer to cross the roads on the surface. 

This project is done on the road between Thrissur 

KSRTC stand and railway station which is a very congested 

stretch. A lot of pedestrians move in between both these 

transport terminals mainly during the peak hours as many 

passengers tend to change their mode of transportation.  In 

this project, different parameters including age, gender, 

crossing patterns, crossing times, waiting times and crossing 

speeds of pedestrians were extracted from the videos. 

B. Objective 

The objective of this project is to find out various crossing 

patterns adopted by the pedestrians when the road is 

congested and also that they are in a hurry. The main 

motivation of this study is to investigate the changes in 

pedestrian road crossing behaviour of a stretch of road 

between Thrissur KSRTC bus stand and railway station 

under mixed traffic conditions and to bring out suitable 
suggestions to provide safe movement of pedestrians. 

C. Scope of study 

This project aims at bringing out pedestrian characteristics 

and thereby finding new facilities or improvements that can 

be implemented in the given road stretch to have safe and 

easy crossing movement for them. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Gowri Asaithambi, Manu O. Kuttan and Sarath Chandra 

made a comparison of pedestrian’s road crossing behaviour 

before and after installation of a fixed time signal at an 

uncontrolled intersection under mixed traffic and non-lane 

discipline traffic conditions. Traffic data were collected for 

the study, at an intersection located in Mangalore city before 
and after installation of signal. Parameters including 

pedestrian age, gender and crossing pattern, waiting times, 

crossing speeds and gap size were extracted and analyzed. A 

Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) model is developed to 

examine the effect of various parameters on size of gaps 

accepted by pedestrians.  

The key conclusions arising out of this study are 

there are two types of major crossing patterns were observed 

in the location such as one-step and two-step crossing. The 

outcome of the study revealed that traffic signal along with 

the adequate width of crosswalk has improved the safety of 

pedestrians crossing the intersection [1]. 
Curtis M. Craig, Nichole L. Morris, Ron Van 

Houten, and David Mayou implemented a multifaceted 

approach to improve driver compliance with pedestrian 

laws. Average stopping behaviour was found to be 

significantly poorer at sites in areas near to bus stops. The 

study shows the effectiveness of enforcement and outreach 

on increasing yielding rates to pedestrians and links past 

research showing significantly higher pedestrian crash rates 

with poorer yielding of drivers at sites close to bus stops [2]. 

Nicholas N. Ferenchak in his research had results 

indicating that gender and age both have a strong and 
significant relationship with the observed safety-related 

behaviours. Males exhibited shorter waiting time, used the 

crosswalks less, and caused far more conflicts with motor 

vehicles than the females. Older adults were more 

conservative in their crossing behaviours than their younger 

counterparts by waiting longer to cross, using the crosswalks 

more, and causing less conflict with motor vehicles. Having 
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understanding of pedestrian behaviour at midblock 

crossings, it is hopeful that safer systems can be built in the 

future for the benefit of all [3]. 
Pedestrian risk taking while road crossing: a 

comparison of observed and declared behaviour by Eleonora 

Papadimitriou, Sylvain Lassarre, and George Yannis had a 

comparative analysis of their declared and observed crossing 

behaviour. Pedestrians observed behaviour is according to 

their declared behaviour. Meanwhile, there is a share of 

pedestrians whose observed and declared behaviour were 

discordant, at specific road and traffic conditions. Also, 

some pedestrians who declared that they never cross at mid-

block on major urban road did so during the survey. While 

pedestrians who declared high frequency of mid-block 

crossing, sometimes did not implement these crossing 
practices at the time of the survey. The degree of 

discordance between pedestrian observed and declared 

behaviour was further analysed in relation to pedestrian 

demographics [4]. 

Venkatesh and A Nagasaibaba present the findings 

from the examination of the pedestrian crossing behaviour 

in signalized crosswalks. The study took place during the 

peak traffic hours, in summer. Aim of the study was to count 

the pedestrian crossing time and velocity for all crosswalks. 

Furthermore, the target was to find out illegal pedestrian 

crossing with red traffic light, criticize their behaviour and 
then propose remedial actions.  

The estimated probabilities show a comparatively 

higher chance to start crossing during the flashing green 

phase than during red. The provision of a refuge island gives 

a perception of safety but at the same time increases the 

tendency to take a risk by crossing on red [5]. 

Many different journals with the concept of 

pedestrian behaviour and crossing patterns were referred and 

study of these journals were done.  Thus, an overall analysis 

was done and the methodology required to be adopted for 

this project was decided. 

III. HUMAN FACTORS IN PEDESTRIAN CROSSING 

A. General 

Each pedestrian tries to cross the road safely, but their 

perceptions about the chances of crossing the road safely are 

related to their individual thoughts and behaviours, and also 

to the traffic environment. Crosswalks are places where 
pedestrians face lower levels of road safety, because they 

have to cross the street and have to be aware of the traffic. 

Intersections with huge vehicle count should be signalized 

to prevent accidents and raise the level of road safety for 

both pedestrians and vehicle drivers. The illegal crossing 

behaviour of pedestrians is a major fact in the road safety 

problems. 

B. Main Concerns in Crossing 

 Pedestrians cross the roads without looking out for the 

incoming traffic, mostly because their attention is 

distracted.  

 Usually pedestrians miscalculate traffic gaps.  

 Due to lack of space on sidewalks, pedestrians walk 

across the street.  

 Pedestrians cross the streets at other than designated 

crosswalks.  

 The traffic light indications are not followed by 
pedestrians. 

The pedestrian rolling gap is the one of the important 

parameters influencing pedestrian behaviour. Small 

vehicular gap in which pedestrians are rolling over is 

characterised as rolling gap. From the results, it is seen that 

males exhibit more problematic crossing behaviour than 

females by waiting for less time, not using the crosswalks, 

and thus causing more conflicts with vehicles. While the 

relationship between gender and use of pedestrian crossing 

infrastructure did not reach levels of significance, the 

relationship between gender and waiting time and the 
relationship between gender and conflicts are significant and 

strong. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Study Area Selected 

The one-way road connecting Thrissur KSRTC bus stand 

and railway station is a very congested road mainly in the 
morning hours. This road is at a stretch of 91 m and 9.2 m 

wide. Many passengers tend to change their mode of 

transport according to the convenience to reach their 

destination. Thus, there will be more pedestrians on the road 

between these transport terminals.   

 
Fig. 1: The Selected Road Stretch 

1) Problems faced by pedestrians on this road: 

 There is always a continuous flow of vehicles which 

makes it difficult for the pedestrians to cross 

 The zebra crossing lines are provided at an end of this 

road and that too at an intersection where the width of 
the road is more, which makes people tend to cross at 

the narrower portion 

 There is a stop for private buses in between this road 

and so the buses may stop at various points on the road 

 Many of the pedestrians during the peak hours will be 

busy and tend to cross the roads immediately and so 

carelessly 

B. Data Collection 

The data collection was done by using video graphic survey. 

A video camera was set above a nearby building such that 

the visuals will have the total length of the road from the 

exit of KSRTC stand to the entry of railway station.    
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The pedestrians who cross the road from both 

directions were noted from the video. The main 

characteristics noted are whether the pedestrian is male or 
female, the approximate visualised age group of the 

pedestrian, whether he/she is carrying a luggage or not. The 

time taken for the pedestrian to cross the road and also the 

waiting time of the pedestrian before he/she starts crossing 

was noted with the help of a stopwatch. 

 
Fig. 2: Pedestrians running to cross the road 

The width of the road was measured and found out 

to be 9.2 m, and the length of the stretch starting from the 

exit of the KSRTC stand to the main entry point of railway 
station was found as 91 m. 

V. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. General 

Data was retrieved from the video graphs collected. The 

analysis of this data was done and the dominated category 
gender wise and age wise was found. Different charts were 

prepared to show the relation between gender, age, waiting 

time, speed, crossing pattern, etc. The data extracted from 

the video was analysed and the following graphical 

representations were obtained. 

B. Morning Hours Analysis 

The pedestrians in the morning peak hours were first 

observed. They were classified according to their gender and 

then age as less than 30, 30 to 50 and greater than 50 by 

visual observation. 

Gender Number of Pedestrians 

Male 136 

Female 40 

Table 1: Gender Classification 

 
Fig. 3: Percentage male and female 

The percentage of male pedestrians were found to 
be 77%, which is much greater than that of female 

pedestrians which is 23%, considering the total number of 

pedestrians. 

Age Number of pedestrians 

<30 62 

30-50 73 

>50 41 

Table 2: Age Classification 

 
Fig. 4: Age classification in percentage 

The age classification was done according to visual 

appearance of the pedestrians. It was found that there are a 

greater number of pedestrians of the age group 30 to 50. It 

can be because this is the age group of working people. 

Then comes the group of age less than 30, followed by age 

group greater than 50. 

Crossing pattern Number of pedestrians 

Mixed 8 

Oblique 70 

Straight 83 

Zigzag 14 

Table 3: Crossing Pattern 

 
Fig. 5: Percentage crossing pattern 

The type of crossings was observed as four 

different patterns: Straight, Oblique, Mixed and Zigzag. 

Most of the pedestrians, about 47%, were found to cross 
straight. Another 40% of them crossed in oblique pattern. 

While, there was only very few using zigzag or mixed 

pattern for crossing. 

 Male Female 

Straight 64 19 

Oblique 63 7 

Zigzag 11 3 

Mixed 6 2 

Table 4: Crossing Pattern According To Gender 

Both in the cases of males and females, the 

crossing patterns followed are found same. That is, more 

number or the greater percentage is following straight 

crossing. Mixed and zigzag crossing is followed by only a 

few. 
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Fig. 6: Gender classified crossing pattern 

Age Crossing Pattern Number 

<30 Straight 25 

 
Oblique 26 

 
Zigzag 8 

 
Mixed 3 

30-50 Straight 36 

 
Oblique 28 

 
Zigzag 5 

 
Mixed 5 

>50 Straight 22 

 
Oblique 16 

 
Zigzag 1 

 
Mixed 0 

Table 5: Crossing Pattern According To Age 

It is found that pedestrians adopt more straight or oblique 

type of crossing irrelevant of the age group. Zigzag or mixed 

crossing is more preferred by younger pedestrians. The 

pedestrians of age group greater than 50 adopt straight 

crossing. 

 
Straight Oblique Zigzag Mixed 

<30 40.3225 41.935 12.903 4.838 

30-50 49.315 38.356 6.849 6.849 

>50 53.658 39.024 2.439 0 

Table 6: Age Wise Crossing Pattern Percentage 

 
Fig. 7: Crossing pattern percentage 

 
Average waiting time 

Male 12.92411765 

Female 1.156515441 

Table 7: Gender Wise Average Waiting Time 

Male pedestrians and female pedestrians tend to 

wait for a period of time during crossing. While male 

pedestrians are found hereby to wait more for getting a gap 
for crossing. 

 
Fig. 8: Average waiting time based on gender 

Age Waiting time 

<30 7.633333333 

30-50 14.17256757 

>50 20.76404762 

Table 8: Average Waiting Time According To Age 

Classification 

 
Fig. 9: Average waiting time based on age 

Younger pedestrians wait for very less time rather 

than older age group. Pedestrians of age greater than 50 

waits for nearly 20 seconds in average, while pedestrians of 

age less than 30 wait for nearly 7 seconds only.  

Avg. speed with luggage 1.259665929 

Avg. speed without luggage 1.212365359o 

Table 9: Average Speed With or Without Luggage 

 
Fig. 10: Average speed based on luggage carrying 
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Gender Average speed 

Male 1.240144 

Female 1.156515 

Table 10: Average Speed Based on Gender 

 
Fig. 11: Average speed according to gender 

Average speed is more for male pedestrians and 

that too for younger pedestrians. Speed for pedestrians 

carrying luggage is found to be more than those without 

luggage which is a controversy part of the observation. 

Age Average speed 

<30 1.313165331 

30-50 1.201468126 

>50 1.113425184 

Table 11:  

 
Fig. 12: Average speed according to age 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The analysis of data shows that different crossing patterns 

are adopted by the pedestrians. The male pedestrians exhibit 

more tendencies to zigzag or mixed crossing pattern, and 

they wait less to cross. As the age of pedestrians increase, 

they wait more and adopt straight crossing. The average 

speed is greater for males and also for young pedestrians. 

There exists difficulty in crossing the road as there is 

continuous traffic and also as the people are busy. The 

problem in crossing can be reduced at this stretch by 

providing an underpass. At least a traffic police has to be 

appointed for the busy hours to help pedestrians cross.   
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